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The purpose of the Bible is to be read 
aloud to God's assembled people, to both 
tell the story that reminds them who they 
are, and also to invite those assembled 
people into this covenant relationship with 
God, not just so that they know God but so 
that they are transformed by this 
relationship and then become God's 
representatives to the nation.

-Tim Mackie, The Bible Project
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Modern Genres

Satire / Comedian

Biography

Drama

“Inspired by a true story”



Remember

God can handle our mistakes.
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Prose 



Types of Writings

Narrative

Poetry

Prose 
(Laws, Essays, Letters)
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Hebrew Stories

Characteristics

Narrative - Setting, Characters, & Plot

Vs Poetry

Fantastic language, exaggeration, comparison 
(like/ as). Often when “God” speaks. Word pictures 
and filled with emotion. 



Hebrew Stories

Characteristics

Narrative - Setting, Characters, & Plot

Vs Prose

Usually no narrator. Ex. “then paul said…”

Offer logical argument Ex. letters.

Do not have a plot. Ex. Genealogies or list of laws.
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Hebrew Stories

Specific to Ancient Hebrew Meditation Narrative 

Leaves out a lot of details.

Teaches through repetition, themes, 
subtle comparison or contrasts.

Not stand alone stories. (not 
parables)



 Judges 6: 36-40

Gideon said to God, "If you will save Israel by 

my hand as you have promised—  look, I will 

place a wool fleece on the threshing floor. If 

there is dew only on the fleece and all the 

ground is dry, then I will know that you will 

save Israel by my hand, as you said."

And that is what happened. …



 Judges 6: 36-40
Gideon rose early the next day; he squeezed 
the fleece and wrung out the dew—a bowlful 
of water.

 Then Gideon said to God, "Do not be angry 
with me. Let me make just one more request. 
Allow me one more test with the fleece, but 
this time make the fleece dry and let the 
ground be covered with dew."  …

  



 Judges 6: 36-40
That night God did so. Only the fleece was 
dry; all the ground was covered with dew.



The Story of Gideon

Specific to Ancient Hebrew Meditation Narrative 

Leaves out a lot of details.

Teaches through repetition, themes, 
subtle comparison or contrasts.

Not stand alone stories. (not 
parables)



Helpful Tips

1. Meditate

Read / Listen to big portions on repeat
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1. Meditate
2. Don’t try to learn something every time
3. Pay attention to characters, themes & 

repetitions.
4. Accept that it won’t all make sense to you.

By design. But also because of passing time 
and translations. Ex. Abraham &  Isaac.



Helpful Tips

1. Meditate
2. Don’t try to learn something every time
3. Pay attention to characters, themes & 

repetitions.
4. Accept that it won’t all make sense to you.

5. Spoiler: God is the main character & hero of  
the story.



Spoiler
The major thrust of these stories 

reminds the reader 

to acknowledge and trust God.

Each story shows the 

failures of those who don’t and 

the blessings of those who do. 
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